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Self-consistent axial modeling of surface-wave-produced discharges
at low and intermediate pressures
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A model for description of the axial structure of a surface-wave-produced and -sustained plasma based on
numerical calculation of a complete set of electrodynamic and kinetic equations is presented. The model
includes a self-consistent solution to the electron Boltzmann equation, a set of particle balance equations for
electrons, excited atoms, atomic and molecular ions, as well as Maxwell’s equations with appropriate boundary
conditions. A gas thermal balance equation is used to predict the neutral gas temperature self-consistently.
Precise calculations of discharge characteristics of an argon plasma column sustained by an azimuthally
symmetric surface wave at low and intermediate gas pressures have been performed. A comparison with
available experimental data is done in order to test the validity of the model.@S1063-651X~99!00107-5#

PACS number~s!: 52.25.Dg, 52.50.Dg, 52.80.Pi
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I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past two decades surface-wave~SW! discharges
have been systematically investigated both experiment
and theoretically. Due to the broad range of operating c
ditions of these discharges, they have received many tec
logical applications such as surface treatments, laser
spectroscopic sources, lamp technology, elemental anal
etc.

Several theoretical works on SW discharges at differ
operating conditions and various configurations have b
performed by Glaudeet al. @1#, Ferreira@2#, Zakrzewski@3#,
Mateevet al. @4#, Zhelyazkovet al. @5#, Ferreira@6#, Boisse-
Laporteet al. @7#, Ferreira and Moisan@8#, Zhelyazkov and
Benova@9#, Ferreira@10,11#, Benova and Zhelyazkov@12#,
Kortshagenet al. @13#, Sáet al. @14#, Aliev et al. @15#, Fer-
reira et al. @16#, Zhelyazkov and Atanassov@17#, and Zhang
et al. @18#.

The fact that the wave propagates along a plasma col
sustained by the wave itself makes the problem rather c
plex since it is necessary to analyze the plasma behavio
two aspects: wave and gas-discharge ones. The first as
based on the electrodynamics permits a full description
the wave propagation which does not depend on the typ
the wave launcher~surfatron@19#, surfaguide@20#, Ro-box
@21#, transmission-line and antenna applicator@22#!. It allows
studying of various configurations of the waveguiding stru
ture ~the role of the dielectric container@9# and the metal
enclosure@12#!, different modes of the electromagnetic wa
~azimuthally symmetric and dipolar@23–25#!, and the influ-
ence of an external axial magnetic field@26–33#. The second
aspect, based on a kinetic description, stresses the eleme
processes and enables studying plasmas at different
discharge conditions: gas pressures from 1 mTorr to a
atmospheres, tube diameters from 1 mm to several cent
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ters, and in a wide range of applied frequencies—from a f
hundred kilohertz to 10 GHz. A novel element in the mo
eling is the inclusion of a gas energy balance in order
predict the gas temperature which, as it turns out, chan
along the column length.

The first model for a theoretical description of the ax
structure of a plasma column sustained by an azimuth
symmetric SW was proposed by Glaudeet al. @1#. Later on,
this method was significantly improved by Ferreira@2# in-
cluding a kinetic treatment of the problem. The most detai
model for an argon plasma column at low pressures has b
developed by Sa´ et al. @14#. In all these models the determ
nation of both the axial plasma density and wave powe
based on calculating the wave attenuation coefficient~fol-
lowing different kinds of approximations! and the mean
power u required for sustaining an electron-ion pair in th
discharge.

Another approach for studying the electrodynamics
SW discharges has been suggested by Zhelyazkovet al. @5#
and by Alievet al. @15#. The model consists of solving thre
equations, namely the local wave dispersion relation,
wave energy balance equation, and the electron energy
ance equation, which yields a relation between the local
sorbed wave power and the electron density. While the fi
two equations are nondisputable from a physical point
view, the third relation has been somehow artificially pos
lated. Despite the fact that it is assumed to depend on
discharge conditions, in fact it represents the discharge ki
ics only qualitatively. Since the latter strongly influences t
wave and plasma characteristics, that relation needs sub
tial improvement. Recently, a self-consistent model for
argon plasma column at intermediate pressures has bee
veloped@34#. In that model the dependence of the local a
sorbed wave power on the electron density has been d
mined from the electron energy balance equation conside
an appropriate energy level structure of the argon atom
assuming a Maxwellian electron energy distribution functi
~EEDF!. However, systematic investigations of the EEDF f
microwave discharges provided by Kortshagen@35# showed
875 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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that the EEDF is very far from Maxwellian especially fo
plasmas with a low degree of ionization.

In this paper, a new axial self-consistent model of an
gon plasma column sustained by a traveling azimuth
symmetric electromagnetic wave is presented. The mod
based on a simultaneous solving of the electron energy
electron Boltzmann equations, a set of particle balance e
tions for electrons, excited argon atoms, atomic and mole
lar ions, the local dispersion relation, and the wave ene
balance equation. The relation between the absorbed w
power and the electron density is derived from a deta
collisional-radiative model for argon and from a numeric
calculation of the homogeneous EEDF. Compared with@34#,
where the EEDF was considered to be Maxwellian, now
kinetic part of the model is substantially improved. Thus,
limited accuracy and applicability of the former model a
overcome and the new model provides an accurate des
tion of both the axial plasma kinetic and wave characteris
in a wide range of discharge conditions. It also yields
spatial distribution of gas temperature.

The organization of the paper is as follows: in the ne
section a detailed description of the collisional-radiat
model is given. A comparison between the model and
available experimental results as well as a theoretical inv
tigation of the influence of the gas pressure on discha
characteristics is reported in the third section. In the conc
sion several advantages and disadvantages of the model
been pointed out and its future improvement is discusse

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL

A. General aspects

Most of the theoretical models of SW discharges con
of two independent parts: kinetic and electrodynamic. So
of them include only the electrodynamics—the gas-discha
information ~collision frequency and the mean poweru) is
usually ‘‘imported’’ from outside. It is the purpose of thi
model to couple these parts in order to develop a uni
description of the axial properties of the discharge. From
complete set of equations given in the second~B! and the
third ~C! parts of this section and following the numeric
procedure described in Sec. II D, we can derive s
consistently all discharge and wave characteristics, nam
the EEDF, the electron density, the mean electron ene
the effective electron-neutral collision frequency for mome
tum transferneff , the mean poweru required for sustaining
an electron-ion pair in the discharge, the densities of exc
atoms, atomic and molecular ions, the wave numberk, the
wave powerS, all the wave field components, and the g
temperatureTg as a function of the axial coordinatez. The
model has been applied to an argon plasma column at v
ous operating parameters: gas pressure, tube radius,
wave power, and angular frequencyv.

B. Kinetic part

1. Electron kinetics

It is well known that a detailed modeling of a SW plasm
requires the knowledge of the EEDF, which determines
electron transport parameters, the rates of elementary
cesses, and several other key quantities such as the effe
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frequency for momentum transferneff andu @8#. In the most
models, two limiting cases have often been considered:
electron densities for which the Coulomb interactions can
neglected and the case of sufficiently high electron dens
so that a Maxwellian distribution can be assumed. In arg
plasmas the EEDF usually strongly differs from Maxwellia
and for the theoretical treatment of SW discharges it is
major importance to determine it precisely. In our case
derivation of the EEDF is crucial since further on it
coupled with the electrodynamic equations. Any assumpt
for the EEDF ~be it analytical expression, Maxwellian, o
Druyvesteyn-type function! leads to substantial errors in th
electron transport properties and consequently in the elec
dynamic part.

In gas-discharge plasmas a strict treatment of electron
netics has to include a wide spectrum of collisional proces
such as elastic collisions~electron-electron, electron-ion, an
electron-atom! and several inelastic collisions~excitation,
ionization!, three-body collisions~which are responsible fo
the molecular ion formation!, recombination, ambipolar dif-
fusion, radiative processes~taking into account the imprison
ment of radiation!, as well as the impact of the effectiv
electric field

Eeff5
E0

A2

nc~u!

Anc
2~u!1v2

.

Here nc is the electron-neutral collision frequency for m
mentum transfer andE0 is the radially averaged wave elec
tric field. Note that the effective fieldEeff is energy depen-
dent via nc . The denotationE0 /A2 means a steady-stat
discharge maintenance root-mean-square electric field. It
parameter in the numerical code determined self-consiste
from the electron particle balance equation. Following t
condition for stationarity given by Winkleret al. @36#,
namely thatv is larger than the energy relaxation frequenc
the EEDF may be regarded as time independent.

It is of major importance to choose appropriate excit
states of the atom and charged particles involved in the
charge. We consider the Ar(3p54s) configuration in which
the four levels ~two metastable and two resonance! are
treated separately and one lumped Ar(3p54p) block of lev-
els. This choice enables an accurate description of both
electron and heavy particle kinetics at low and intermedi
gas pressures. An energy level diagram of the argon ato
shown in Fig. 1.

Several ionization processes are involved in the mod
direct ionization, stepwise ionization, Penning, and asso
tive ionization. All these processes are considered as
cesses in which electrons are created. It is assumed that
an ionization event the primary and the ejected electr
share the remaining energy. It has been shown that suc
approach ensures sufficient accuracy in calculating the EE
@37#. The loss of electrons is through recombination and d
fusion processes. Both dissociative and three-body recom
nation are considered. The diffusion loss term is descri
by the generalized diffusion frequencyndiff5(m/R)2Da ,
whereDa is the ambipolar diffusion coefficient andm is a
number, usually between 2 and 3, depending on the g
discharge conditions. For a Bessel radial profile of charg
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particlesm52.405, although the value ofm is usually taken
to be less than 2.405 in order to avoid the wave resona
absorption near the tube wall@38#.

The treatment of the homogeneous electron Boltzm
equation is based on the conventional two-term Legen
polynomial expansion assuming a quasistationary appr
mation of the anisotropic part of the distribution. The hom
geneous electron Boltzmann equation is written down in
form @35#

dF

du
52(

j
~u1U j

exc!NjQj
exc~u1U j

exc! f 0~u1U j
exc!

24(
i 50

5

~2u1Ui
ion!NiQi

ion~2u1U j
ion! f 0~2u1U j

ion!,

~1!

whereNj is the population of the lower level for each of th
excitation events involved andQj

exc and U j
exc are the corre-

sponding collision cross section and energy threshold.Ni is
the population of the level from which the ionization occu
Qi

ion andUi
ion are the appropriate collision cross section a

energy threshold, respectively.F is the total electron flux in
energy space being the sum of the flux driven by the app
wave electric field and the fluxes from elastic and inelas
collisions. In addition, it contains terms describing the diff
sion and several recombination processes as well as Pen
and associative ionization.

The EEDF has been calculated using conventional
merical technique based on finite difference approach.
numerical scheme employed has fast convergence. The
scattering and Coulomb terms are treated iteratively@39#. At
a sufficiently high kinetic energyu` the EEDF becomes neg
ligibly small andf 0(u`)50 is used as a boundary conditio
Here, f 0 is normalized according to

E
0

`

f 0~u!u1/2du51.

FIG. 1. Energy level diagram of the argon atom.
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The EEDF obtained satisfies both the particle and ene
balance equations for electrons as well as the balance e
tions for heavy particles considered.

The electron energy balance equation yields detailed
formation on how the power absorbed by electrons is di
pated in collisions. It can be derived by multiplying the ele
tron Boltzmann equation by the kinetic energy and th
integrating over the entire energy space. The energy bala
for electrons can be conveniently written down in the for

u[
1

2
~ne!

21Re~s!E0
2

5
2m

M
^unea&1

2m

M
^unei&1ndiff^u&1(

k
Uk^nk&

1(
k

nk
rec^u&2(

k

ck
PenNk

2

ne
DUPen, ~2!

where the angular brackets^ & denote energy averaged va
ues,nea is the elastic electron-atom collision frequency,nei
the elastic electron-ion collision frequency,ndiff the ambipo-
lar diffusion frequency, andn rec being the dissociative o
electron-ion recombination frequency. The inelastic p
cesses~excitation and ionization! are with frequenciesnk—k
being the number of the process with corresponding thre
old energyUk . The Penning ionization process is describ
by the Penning ionization rate constantck

Pen with Nk being
the population of either the3P2 or 3P0 state andDUPen is
the energy gain per collision. The terms on the right-ha
side represent the mean elastic and inelastic energy lo
per electron whose sum is equal to the energy gain from
wave electric field~the left-hand side of the equation!. Here
Re(s) is the real part of the complex electron conductivit

s52
2e2ne

3m E
0

` u3/2

nc2 iv

d f0

du
du. ~3!

Since both the total input power per unit column length a
the electron density vary along the discharge, the left-h
side of Eq.~2!, u—the mean input power per electron—
also a function of the axial positionz. This remark is impor-
tant for the numerical procedure which is described in S
II D.

2. Heavy particle kinetics

The heavy particle kinetics includes a set of particle b
ance equations for all excited atoms considered as well as
balance equations for both atomic and molecular ions. T
elementary processes taken into account with the co
sponding references for the cross sections and rate cons
data@40–53# are listed in Table I. The populations of excite
atoms strongly depend on the radiation processes. The
ping of radiation is substantial not only for resonance, b
also for the 4p-4s transitions, and it has been taken in
account in all allowed radiative processes under consid
ation. The heavy particle kinetics is coupled with the ele
tron kinetics in a self-consistent way in order to satisfy
balance equations and allows us to determine the atomic
molecular ion number densities as well as the population
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TABLE I. Elementary processes included into the model and corresponding references for the
sections and rate constants data.

Reaction References

Elastic scattering
M1e→M1e, M5e, Ar1, Ar2

1 @42#

Excitation from ground state
Ar( 1S0)1e→Ar(m)1e, m5 3P2 , 3P1 , 3P0 , 1P1 , 4p @40,42#

Excitation-deexcitation between excited states
Ar(m)1e↔Ar(n)1e, m,n5 3P2 , 3P1 , 3P0 , 1P1 , 4p @41,43–46,52#

Ionization
Ar(m)1e→Ar112e, m5 1S0 , 3P2 , 3P1 , 3P0 , 1P1 , 4p @42,43#

Molecular ion formation
Ar112Ar→Ar2

11Ar @51#

Penning ionization
Ar(m)1Ar(m)→Ar1Ar11e, m5 3P2 , 3P0 @47#

Associative ionization
Ar(m)1Ar(m)→Ar2

11e, m5 3P2 , 3P0 @53#

Recombination
Ar2

11e→Ar(4p)1Ar @47#

Ar11e1e→Ar(4p)1e @48#

Diffusion
M→wall, M5e, Ar1, Ar2

1, Ar(3P2), Ar(3P0) @46,49#

Radiative processes
Ar(4p)→Ar(m)1hn, m5 3P2 , 3P1 , 3P0 , 1P1

Ar(m)→Ar1hn, m5 3P1 , 1P1 @50#
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the excited states as a function of the electron number d
sity. The full set of balance equations can be seen in@34#.

As it has been outlined above, the model considers e
level in the 4s block of levels separately and one lumped 4p
block of levels. It is applicable at low and intermediate pre
sures~up to a few torrs! at degrees of ionizations up to 1022

and provides sufficient accuracy for all plasma paramete

3. Gas thermal balance equation

The local gas temperature can be found from the local
thermal balance equation

2
1

r

d

drS rx~r !
dTg

r

dr D 5qea~r !1qei~r !, ~4!

where x(r ) is the thermal conductivity beingx54.17
31026Tg

r 2/3 W cm21 K25/3 for argon@54#. The terms on the
right-hand side of Eq.~4!, the power densities expended f
gas neutral atoms’ and ions’ heating, are assumed to be
portional to the local electron density, qea/ei
5qea/ei(0)ne(r )/ne(0). Theelectron density radial profile is
a Bessel-type with appropriatem as we have already men
n-

ch

-

.

s

ro-

tioned in Sec. II B 1. An accurate determination of the he
ing mechanism requires a detailed radial collisiona
radiative model with precise calculation of the radial electr
Boltzmann equation, which is beyond the scope of this
per. Equation~4! is solved under the boundary condition
dTg

r (0)/dr50 andTg
r (R)5Tw . The gas temperature at th

wall, Tw , has been assumed to be 300 K since in the g
discharge conditions considered here the temperature o
discharge tube is practically equal to the room tempera
@14#. The localTg is

Tg5
2

R2E
0

R

rTg
r ~r !dr.

Since ne varies along the plasma column length,Tg also
changes in axial direction.

C. Surface-wave field equations

This part of the model considers Maxwell’s equations
an azimuthally symmetric TM surface wave with field com
ponentsE5(Er ,0,Ez) andB5(0,Bw ,0), where (r ,w,z) are
the usual cylindrical coordinates. The wave propagates al
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a plasma column~contained in a dielectric tube with a pe
mittivity «d) in a setup with dimensions 2R, 2Rd , 2Rm (R
being the plasma column radius,Rd the outer glass tube ra
dius, andRm the metal enclosure radius, respectively! and
with a plasma permittivity«p ,

«p512
vp

2

v~v1 ineff!
,

wherevp5A4pe2neff /m is the electron plasma angular fre
quency andneff is the effective electron density@55#

neff52
2

3
~neff

2 1v2!neE
0

` u3/2

nc
21v2

d f0

du
du. ~5!

The effective electron-neutral collision frequency for m
mentum transfer

neff5E
0

` ncu
3/2

nc
21v2

d f0

du
duY E

0

` u3/2

nc
21v2

d f0

du
du ~6!

as well asneff have been introduced since for argon t
electron-neutral collision frequency is energy dependent.

We consider the plasma as a weakly dissipative med
with an effective electron-neutral collision frequency for m
mentum transferneff,v. In that case we can take«p;1
2vp

2/v2. Following for simplicity an assumption for radiall
averaged electron and excited atom densities and usin
boundary conditions the continuity of electric and magne
field tangential components~or equality of plasma, dielectric
and vacuum impedances! at the interfaces, one can derive th
local wave dispersion relation. In particular, for the afo
mentioned setup the local dispersion relation gets the f
@12#

«p

ap

I 1~ap!

I 0~ap!
1

«d

ad

a11ada2D/«dav

a31ada4D/«dav
50, ~7!

where

ap5~x22s2«p!1/2, ad5~s2«d2x2!1/2,

av5~x22s2!1/2, s5vR/c, x5kR,

a15J1~ad!H1
(1)~adg!2J1~adg!H1

(1)~ad!,

a25J1~ad!H0
(1)~adg!2J0~adg!H1

(1)~ad!,

a35J1~adg!H0
(1)~ad!2J0~ad!H1

(1)~adg!,

a45J0~adg!H0
(1)~ad!2J0~ad!H0

(1)~adg!.

D5
K1~avg!1I 1~avg!K0~avh!/I 0~avh!

K0~avg!2I 0~avg!K0~avh!/I 0~avh!
.

Hereg5Rd /R, h5Rm /R, c is the speed of light,k is the
wave number, andJ0 , J1 are the Bessel functions
I 0 , I 1 , K0 , K1 the modified Bessel functions, an
H0

(1) , H1
(1) the Hankel functions of zeroth and first orde

respectively. The local dispersion equation yields, for
m
-

as
c

-
m

a

given axial positionz, a relation between the electron dens
(neff or ne) and the wave numberk—the so-called phase
diagram.

From Poynting’s theorem one gets another import
equation which reads

dS

dz
52Q, ~8!

whereS is the wave energy flux, being a sum of the ax
components of Poynting’s vector averaged over the w
period 2p/v and integrated over the plane normal to t
plasma column, from the axis to the metal screen radius,
given axial positionz:

S52pE
0

R

rSz
p dr12pE

R

Rd
rSz

d dr12pE
Rd

Rm
rSz

v dr. ~9!

Here p, d, andv denote plasma, dielectric and vacuum, r
spectively, and for an azimuthally symmetric wave the lo
gitudinal component of Poynting’s vector is

Sz5
c

8p
Re~Er* Bw!.

An explicit expression ofS for the setup under consideratio
can be found in@12,17#.

In the wave energy balance Eq.~8!, Q is the wave power
per unit column length absorbed by electrons,

Q52pE
0

R

r ^ j–E&dr5
1

8

n̄e

ncr
neffR

2E0
2 , ~10!

where now^ & means averaging over the wave period,n̄e
[ne is the radially averaged electron density,ncr
5mv2/4pe2, and

E0
25

2

R2E
0

R

r uEu2 dr ~11!

is the radially averaged squared wave electric field which
be expressed in terms of the axial wave electric field co
ponent at the plasma-dielectric interface,Ez(R)[E, and
modified Bessel functions, i.e.,

E0
25E2F12

I 1
2~ap!

I 0
2~ap!

2
x2

ap
2 S 12

I 1
2~ap!

I 0
2~ap!

2
2

ap

I 1~ap!

I 0~ap! D G .
On the other hand,Q is the power expended by electrons
elastic and inelastic collisions and it can be presented in
form

Q5pR2neu. ~12!

From both equations forQ with values ofu andneff calcu-
lated in the kinetic part the squared wave electric field,E0

2

can be presented in the form

E0
25

2m

e2

ne

neff

neff
2 1v2

neff
u.
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This expression forE0
2 enters@via Eq. ~10!# into Eq. ~8!,

which solved together with the local dispersion relation~7!
yields the axial distribution of all plasma column and wa
characteristics. Recall that in most of our previous modeli
of plasma columns sustained by SWs there were used
malized quantities@5,17#. In particular, the normalization o
the axial positionz included the usage ofneff , of the wave
energy flux S ~in fact, the wave power sustaining th
discharge!—the mean poweru, and of all wave field com-
ponentsEr , Ez , Bw—both neff andu. To compare, for ex-
ample, the column lengthzcolumn or the powerSnecessary to
sustain it, one had to introduce reliable values forneff andu
~calculated separately or taken from experimental data!. Thus
those modelings were, in general, not self-contained. Mo
over, the connection betweenu andne was set to be in the
form u}ne

11b with an appropriate constantb—b50 for
diffusion-controlled discharges and 0,b<2 for recombina-
tion regimes~that relation was extracted from the electr
energy balance equation!—and to be independent of th
axial position. In fact, such a relation betweenu andne was
necessary because there was no true kinetic part in
model.

D. Numerical procedure

A self-consistent treatment becomes possible after c
pling the kinetic and electrodynamic parts through the el
tron energy balance equation. The basic concept of the
merical calculations is presented schematically in Fig. 2. T
description of the numerical algorithm is given in detail b
low.

In order to initialize the electrodynamic equations, n
merical solutions to the electron Boltzmann Eq.~1! coupled
with the balance equations for all species involved have b
performed in the expected interval of electron densit
(1010–1015 cm23). Once the dependence ofE0 , neff , andu
on the electron densityne is obtained, the electrodynami

FIG. 2. Algorithm of the numerical calculations.
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equations can be solved. The local dispersion relation~7!
yields for a given wave numberk the electron densityne ,
and the solution to the wave energy balance Eq.~8! provides
the dependence of the electron density on the axial posi
z, i.e., ne(z). Equation~8! is a first-order differential equa
tion and requires one boundary condition. In our numeri
code either the total input power delivered to the discha
or the electron density at the wave exciter can be used
boundary condition for Eq.~8!. Having obtained the axia
dependence of the electron densityne(z), the kinetic part is
recalculated again for appropriate axial positions. This p
vides the spatial evolution of the isotropic distribution fun
tion, mean electron energy, transport parameters, gas
perature, fractional particle and power gain and loss, vari
rate constants for electron–heavy particle collisional p
cesses, and the axial distribution of atomic and molecu
ions alongside the populations of the excited states.

Due to its modular structure, the model can be eas
adapted to different discharge configurations or other ga
The flexibility of the model enables one to involve man
plasma components as well as a wide range of reaction
each plasma component.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Comparison with experimental data

The results presented below illustrate the applicability
the model to a wide range of discharge conditions. A co
parison between the modeling and two typical experime
for an argon plasma column sustained by a SW will be d
cussed, namely that of Darchicourtet al. @56# with the fol-
lowing vessel parameters: cross sectionB576, 80, and 190
mm, dielectric permittivity«d54.0, wave frequencyv/2p
5390 MHz, gas pressure of 250 mTorr, and as an in
parameter the electron number density at the exciterne053
31010 cm23 and that of Boisse-Laporteet al. @7# with ves-
sel parametersB54, 8, and 40 mm, dielectric permittiv
ity «d54.0 and microwave frequencyv/2p52.45 GHz at
gas pressure of 1 Torr with input parameter the power at
exciter beingS05300 W.

The axial variation of the EEDF is plotted in Fig. 3. Fo
both experiments the EEDF has a non-Maxwellian charac
The axial variation of the distribution function is due to se
eral factors. The amplitude of the local EEDF decreases
axial direction because of a decrease in the local elec
density while the EEDF profiles for different axial position
change as a result of electron-electron collisions. For the
of the chosen experiments~with degree of ionization of
1026), an increase of the EEDF in the low-energy part c
be observed. This typical shape of the EEDF at similar d
charge conditions has been obtained and widely discusse
@13,35,57#. For the second experiment~where the degree o
ionization is 1023) the tip in the local EEDF at low kinetic
energy is absent because of the impact of electron-elec
collisions.

In Figs. 4 and 5 the experimental data are compared w
the results of the numerical calculations—those for the fi
experiment on the left sides of the figures and for the sec
on the right sides, respectively. The common tendency
decreasing in axial direction of both the electron numb
densityne and the wave powerSnecessary to sustain the re
of
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the plasma column is easily seen—S equals zero at the col
umn end. The experimental data plotted with filled square
Fig. 4~a! are for a homogeneous radial plasma density pro
@ne(r )5const# with m50 while those with open squares a
for a heterogeneous profile withm52.15 @56#. In our calcu-
lations we have assumed a radial profile withm52.15 for the
first experiment andm52.405 for the second one. Since th

FIG. 3. Axial variation of the EEDF for~a! an electromagnetic
wave of frequency v/2p5390 MHz, vessel parametersB
576, 80, 190 mm,«d54.0 at gas pressure of 250 mTorr; and~b!
for v/2p52.45 GHz,B54, 8, 40 mm,«d54.0 at gas pressure o
1 Torr.

FIG. 4. Electron densities~a! and~b! and wave energy fluxes~c!
and ~d! axial profiles. Experimental data:~a! full squares form
50 and open squares form52.15; ~b! full diamond suits withm
52.405 for input power of 300 W, pluses for 180 W, and op
circles for 85 W;~c! and ~d! the bullets show the absorbed wav
power. The discharge conditions are the same as in Fig. 3~a! for ~a!
and ~c! and as those in Fig. 3~b! for ~b! and ~d!.
in
e

radial electron density profile influences the determination
discharge characteristics, this circumstance emphasizes
necessity of a strict calculation of the radial EEDF@58#, es-
pecially for smallpR. Our numerical modeling nonetheles
fits very well the experimental data. Note that the wave po
ers measured experimentally@plotted with bullets in Figs.
4~c! and 4~d!# lay very close to the calculated theoretic
curves for both experiments. The agreement between m
sured and calculatedne is good.

Having obtained the axial variation of the EEDF, the ax
profiles of all discharge characteristics, namelyu, neff , the
wave electric fieldE0, the mean electron energy^u&, the gas
temperatureTg , as well as the densities of excited state
atomic and molecular ions are calculated and plotted in F
5–7. For the gas pressure of 250 mTorr the axial course
all curves in Fig. 5 is almost linear while for the pressure
1 Torr it is strongly nonlinear at the column end except t
Tg(z) dependence. The available experimental data are
presented in the same figure. The discrepancies betw
model and experiment are less than 20%. The partial con
bution of several groups of elementary processes include
u is shown in Fig. 6. The excitation, the direct and stepw
ionization, and the diffusion and dissociative recombinat
have been included in the energy loss of electrons while
heating from the wave electric field, the deexcitaion, the P
ning, and the associative ionizations have been taken
account as an electron energy gain in Eq.~2!. For both ex-
periments the main loss mechanism is the electron imp
excitation. For convenience, the energy gain through dee
tation is subtracted from the energy loss by excitation and

FIG. 5. The mean poweru required for sustaining an electron
ion pair in the discharge~a! and ~b!, effective electron-neutral col-
lision frequency for momentum transferneff ~c! and ~d!, mainte-
nance wave electric fieldE0 ~e! and ~f!, mean electron energŷu&
~g! and ~h!, and gas temperatureTg ~i! and ~j! as functions of the
axial positionz. The discharge conditions are the same as in F
3~a! for ~a!, ~c!, ~e!, ~g!, and~i! and as those in Fig. 3~b! for ~b!, ~d!,
~f!, ~h!, and~j!.
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fact, the net energy loss is plotted. Figure 7 shows the po
lation of the excited states and the densities of atomic
molecular ions. For the first experiment~at the 250 mTorr
gas pressure! the populations of the 4s states slightly de-
crease when going from the exciter towards the plasma
umn end while for the gas pressure of 1 Torr they increa
This observation indicates that there are different creatio
loss mechanisms for the excited states in the two dischar
For the first experiment the population of the 4p block of
levels is one-thousandth of the population of the 4s levels
while for the second one that population is comparable w
the populations of the 4s levels’ block. Thus the importanc
of including the 4p block of levels in our model, especiall

FIG. 6. Partial contribution of 1—excitation–deexcitatio
2—elastic collisions, 3—direct ionization, 4—diffusion
5—stepwise ionization, and 6—Penning ionization~negative con-
tribution! to the electron power loss,u, for the same discharge
conditions as in Fig. 3~a! and Fig. 3~b!, respectively.

FIG. 7. Populations of the excited states~a! and ~b! and densi-
ties of Ar1 and Ar2

1 ~c! and ~d!. The curve 1 denotes3P2, the
curve 2—3P1, the curve 3—3P0, the curve 4—1P1, and 5—4p
block of levels. The discharge conditions are the same as in
3~a! for ~a! and ~c! and as those in Fig. 3~b! for ~b! and ~d!.
u-
d

l-
e.
–

es.

hat high electron densities, becomes obvious. From Figs.~c!
and 7~d! it can be seen that for both experiments the Ar1 is
the dominant ion in plasmas. The molecular Ar2

1 ion which
is less than 1% of the total ion density is considered in or
to account for eventual recombination losses at higher e
tron densities or gas pressures.

B. Influence of the gas pressure on the plasma column
characteristics

In this subsection, the results of a theoretical investigat
of plasma sustained by a traveling electromagnetic wav
various gas pressures are reported. In particular, for ve
parametersB510, 13, and 50 mm, dielectric permittivity
«54.8, and wave frequencyf 52.45 GHz we investigate
the discharge characteristics when changing the gas pres
from 0.3 to 3 Torr. The dependences ofu, neff , andE0 on
the electron number density,ne , are plotted in Fig. 8. Figure
9 shows the gas temperature as a function ofne . Note that in
the two figures the electron density is in a logarithmic sca
It is seen from Fig. 8~a! that the change ofu at high electron
densities is negligible at all pressures, however forne in the
interval of 1011–1013 cm23 that variation is substantial an
more pronounced at higher gas pressures. Figure 8~b! sug-

g.

FIG. 8. The power absorbed by electronsu, the effective
electron-neutral collision frequency for momentum transferneff ,
and the maintenance electric fieldE0 as a function of the electron
number density at various gas pressures. The vessel paramete
B510, 13, 50 mm,«d54.8, and the wave frequency is 2.45 GH
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gests that at low gas pressures the effective collision
quency for momentum transfer,neff , can be accepted as
constant. At low gas pressures and relatively low plas
densities—the usual case at laboratory experiments—
wave electric field is also practically constant as Fig. 8~c!
shows. According to Fig. 9, the gas temperature is practic
constant atne,1012 cm23; however, it changes signifi
cantly at higher electron densities. This means that in
case the variation of the gas temperature along the col
length has to be taken into account. The axial distribution
the electron density and the wave power is depicted in F
10 for plasma columns sustained by a 100 W input pow
With increasing the gas pressure, plasma density and col
length increase, too. The axial profiles ofu andneff are plot-
ted in Fig. 11. For a gas pressure above approximate
Torr, they are not constant as it was assumed in prev
works. Bothu and neff increase at the plasma column en
This was observed experimentally by Laoet al. @59# for gas
pressures of 1.2 and 3.5 Torr; however, the authors con
eredu andneff as independent of the axial position.

FIG. 9. Gas temperature as a function of the electron num
density. The discharge conditions are the same as in Fig. 8.

FIG. 10. Electron density~a! and wave energy flux~b! axial
profiles at various gas pressures. The discharge conditions ar
same as in Fig. 8. For conveniencez is set from the column end.
-
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The plasma column length depends essentially on the
ergy loss of electrons. In order to understand the energy
mechanism, the partial contributions of different groups
elementary processes included inu have been investigated
The results for various pressures and axial positions are
sented in Table II.

The axial dependence of the mean energy, mobility, a
diffusion coefficient for electrons is plotted in Fig. 12. A
pressures below 1 Torr the mean electron energy@Fig. 12~a!#
is almost constant along the plasma column, while at hig
gas pressures it changes due to the axial variation of the l
EEDF. The results for axial dependence on the electron
bility be and the electron diffusion coefficientDe at different
gas pressures are presented in the figure below. As in
12~a!, the axial variation of bothbe and theDe is pro-
nounced above 1 Torr gas pressure. It can be attributed to
change of both the neutral atom density~which depends on
the axial variation ofTg) and the local EEDF.

Figure 13~a! presents the axial distribution of the wav
electric fieldE0 which shows a general tendency to increa
near the column end and to decrease with the growing of
gas pressure. New theoretical results for the axial distribu
of the gas temperatureTg as a function of the gas pressu
are illustrated in Fig. 13~b!. To the best of our knowledge
there are no experimental results for gas-temperature a
variations in microwave argon discharges to compare w
our theoretical curves. Such measurements have been
formed in a nitrogen SW sustained plasma@60# and the axial
course of the gas temperature is similar to ours~see Fig. 2 in
Ref. @60#!—the absolute values of the temperatures are
course different because of the different gas nature and
discharge conditions. The temperature of the neutral gas
creases from the wave launcher towards the column end
to the decrease ofne and this decrease is more distin

er

the

FIG. 11. The absorbed power per electronu ~a! and the effective
electron-neutral collision frequency for momentum transferneff ~b!
at various gas pressures. The conditions are the same as deno
Fig. 10~b!. For conveniencez is set from the column end.
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TABLE II. Partial contribution of the elementary processes in the electron power loss at variou
pressures, axial positions, and gas-discharge conditions as in Fig. 10~b!.

Partial power Pressure Axial position~cm!

loss ~Torr! 0 20 40 60 80 end

0.3 1.40 0.98 0.85 0.71
Elastic 1 6.17 5.84 5.48 3.88 2.78
collisions 3 20.62 20.41 19.75 19.31 18.10 16.07

0.3 77.38 78.77 79.74 82.47
Excitation- 1 82.44 83.57 84.57 88.09 91.38
deexcitation 3 72.66 73.28 74.42 75.40 77.26 80.79

0.3 7.61 8.17 9.93 15.01
Direct 1 0.88 0.81 0.75 0.73 2.45
ionization 3 0.09 0.07 0.05 0.03 0.02 0.01

0.3 6.28 5.53 4.15 1.79
Stepwise 1 5.82 5.43 4.91 4.10 1.77
ionization 3 4.04 3.78 3.49 3.19 2.76 1.83

Penning and 0.3 20.01 20.01 20.01 20.02
associative 1 20.02 20.03 20.03 20.05 20.02
ionization 3 20.01 20.01 20.01 20.02 20.02 20.02

0.3 7.34 6.56 5.34 0.04
Diffusion 1 4.69 4.36 4.30 3.24 1.63

3 2.37 2.25 2.08 1.91 1.71 1.23

0.3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Dissociative 1 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01
recombination 3 0.23 0.22 0.22 0.18 0.17 0.09
is,
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tive at higher pressures where the gas temperature itself
general, higher. The widely used assumption for a cons
gas temperature of around 300 K is obviously applica
only at gas pressures below 1 Torr. The proper account oTg
is essential since it affects the neutral atom density. The
ter is important for a correct calculation ofneff , E0, andu,
which are input parameters in the electrodynamic part. Om
ting the gas temperature dependence can lead to erro
calculating the axial discharge structure and electrodyna
properties of the weakly ionized plasma and in particular
determining the plasma column length.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the axial structure of a plasma column s
tained by a traveling electromagnetic wave has been inve
gated. The axial variation of the EEDF calculated nume
cally from the electron Boltzmann equation together with
heavy particle kinetics and gas thermal equation is coup
self-consistently with the local dispersion relation and
wave energy balance equation. As a result of the numer
procedure, the axial profiles of the electron density, the w
power, the maintaining electric field, the gas temperature,
mean electron energy, the electron mobility, the atomic
molecular ions’ densities, as well as the populations of
excited states have been obtained in a wide range of
in
nt
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n
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FIG. 12. Axial distributions of the mean energy^u& ~a! and
electron mobilitybe and diffusion coefficientDe ~b! at different
gas pressures. The conditions are the same as in Fig. 10~b!.
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charge conditions: wave frequency of 390 MHz and 2
GHz, plasma column radius of 0.2 cm and 3.8 cm, gas p
sures from 0.25 to 3 Torr. The comparison between the
and experiment shows good agreement.

The model presented here has several advantages
pared to our previous investigations~see, for example,@17#!.

~i! The postulated connection between the absorbed w
power per unit column length and the radially averaged e
tric field intensity based on supposed creation-loss mec
nisms of the charged particles and different discharge
gimes has been avoided by taking into consideration
collisional-radiative model for the argon plasma.

FIG. 13. Axial distribution of the maintenance electric fieldE0

~a! and gas temperatureTg ~b! at various gas pressures. The con
tions are as denoted in Fig. 10~b!.
J

ys
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~ii ! In our previous models the axial profiles of the wa
and plasma column characteristics have been obtaine
normalized quantities, and for comparison with available
perimental profiles imported outside the model values ou
and neff very often have been used. The knowledge of
real axial profile of the latter plasma parameters is of fun
mental importance. It allows one to obtain the axial struct
of the wave electric and magnetic field components and
wave power in absolute units. Moreover,u andneff are found
to be axially dependent at gas pressures above 1 Torr. T
can be obtained only by a strict kinetic modeling. This lea
to a substantial improvement of the whole electrodynam
part of the model.

~iii ! From our model the space-dependent behavior of s
eral plasma characteristics can be derived, namely, the m
energy and mobility of electrons, the maintenance wave e
tric field, and the particle densities.

~iv! The gas temperature, whose magnitude has been fi
in all works up to now, in the frame of our model is obtaine
self-consistently and it turns out to be not constant along
column length. The gas temperature decreases from the w
launcher towards the column end and this decrease is pr
nent especially at higher pressures.

~v! Since the model can predict both the wave and plas
characteristics, an optimization of experiments can be do

A weakness of the present model is that the actual ra
structure has not been taken into account. Another limitat
of our model is the requirementneff,v. The latter comes
from the electrodynamic part and further development in
modeling of the surface wave discharges at intermediate
pressures has to avoid this limitation.
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